The initial boundary value problem (IBVP) for the 2x2 nonconvex conservation laws with relaxation proposed by Jin and Xin [11] is considered in the present paper under the subcharacteristic condition. The global existence of smooth solutions for this IBVP are proved, and the large time behavior is analyzed. These tend time-asymptotically to either a travelling wave, or a superposition of two travelling waves respectively, corresponding to different kinds of boundary effects.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we investigate the global existence and asymptotic behavior of solutions for the 2x2 conservation laws with relaxation in Cl = {(x,t) : x >at, t > 0}, {ut + Vx = 0, 
vt + au x = --{v -f(u)),

£ with initial and boundary values given by J (u,v)(x,0) = (UO,VO)(X),(UO,VQ)(+OO) = (u+,v+), x>0,
v(x,t)\ x = a t =v-J t>0,
where v± = f(u±) with f(u) nonconvex, and a 2 < a is required to make sure the well-posedness of the problem. Equation (1.1) is a simple form to the general conservation laws with relaxation proposed by Jin and Xin [11] , where the systems were used to numerically approximate a set of corresponding hyperbolic conservation laws with non-oscillation, which is exactly a local relaxation approximation. Equation (1.1) is also a simplified form to the general 2x2 conservation laws with relaxation proposed by T.-P. Liu [20] The effect of relaxation is often taken into consideration when the physical situation of an investigated material is in nonequilibrium. This phenomenon is generally modelled as hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms. There are many different kinds of relaxation phenomena which arise in nature, such as gases in thermo-nonequilibrium states, kinetic theory of mono-atomic gases, water waves, viscoelasticity with memory, chromatography, and so on [5] , [36] .
As the relaxation time s goes to 0 + , we formally obtain from (1.1) the following scalar conservation laws (1.4) ut + f(u) x = 0.
The relation between 2x2 conservation laws with relaxation and their corresponding equilibrium equation was shown theoretically by T.-P. Liu [20] first. Therein, he justified the nonlinear stability criteria for elementary waves and showed the stability of them. He also gave the subcharacteristic condition which governs the propagation of disturbances over strong wave forms. For (1.1), the corresponding subcharacteristic condition is -\/tt < /'(w) < Va, which, from now on, is assumed true for (1.1).
We consider the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) (1.1) and (1.2) or (1.3) in the present paper. We are interested in how the boundary influences the global existence of smooth solutions to this IBVP and their large time behavior. It is proved by Nishibata [31] that the appearance of boundary makes it impossible for a travelling wave to be an exact solution to this IBVP. We want to know whether the small perturbations of weak elementary waves are still time-asymptotically stable in the presence of boundary. That means if there are still some waves or time-asymptotic states, such as travelling waves, expansion wave, or their superposition and so on, to which the global smooth solutions (if they exist ) of (1.1) and (1.2) or (1.3) tend time-asymptotically. Boundaries influence a real physical situation by causing the appearance of boundary layer. This important physical phenomena [34] occurs, for instance, in describing the interaction of fluid molecules with the molecules of the solid boundary, and has been modelled with the scalar viscous conservation laws by Xin [37] and with the Boltzmann equation by J.-G. Liu and Xin [18, 19] . It is shown (see case B below) that the given boundary value and the initial informations at infinity sometimes can not determine the expected time-asymptotic state for the IBVP of (1.1), which is different from the Cauchy problem for (1.1) where the time-asymptotic state can be uniquely determined by the initial informations at infinity. Therefore, a criteria is required to determine the expected time-asymptouc states for the IBVP (1.1) and (1.2) or (1.3). In this paper, the criteria is that the "boundary layer", the difference of boundary value and the asymptotic state restricted at boundary, can be controllable in L 1 norm. The aim of this paper is to find whether the small perturbation of travelling wave for (1.1) is still stable time-asymptotically in the presence of moving boundary. For simplicity, we assume s = 1. It was shown in [16] that under the Oleinik entropy condition, i.e.,
and R-H condition, i.e.,
there exits a unique travelling wave (UsiV s )(ri) (77 = x -st) for (1.1) up to a shift, which satisfies (U s ,V s )(±oo) = (u±,v±) with v± = f(u±).
In addition, since we consider the influence of moving boundary to the relaxation system, we have to compare the moving speeds of the boundary and the travelling wave in order to find an expected time-asymptotic state. We discuss two cases: s > a and s < a. It is well known that for scalar conservation laws with viscosity and 2x2 conservation laws with relaxation, a small perturbation of a travelling wave at most gives rise to a translation. But it is more complicated in our case because of the effects of moving boundary. In fact, similarly to that used by T.-P. Liu 3 ) to be the asymptotic state. Therefore, an appropriate time-asymptotic state is expected. In fact, for the IBVP (1.1) and (1.2) the expected time-asymptotic state, due to the influence of boundary, can be only a part of another travelling wave (UrtVaXx -at) of (1.1) which satisfies that (U a , V (7 )(+oo) = (u+,v+), U^rj) < 0, r] e R and (7^(0) = U-. This is similar to the phenomena observed by Nisibata [31] and Mei and Rubino [28] . Furthermore, to control the boundary terms, we assume that a > 0 and a > f'iu-). The result for the IBVP (1.1)-(1.2) illustrates that a small perturbation of the travelling wave (C/^, V^) restricted on Vt with t = 0 admits the global existence of solution to (1.1)-(1.2) which tends to (C/o-, V 0 -)(a; -at) as t -» +oo.
While for the IBVP (1.1) and (1.3), there appears new interesting phenomena. For simplicity, we only consider the case a = 0. The expected time-asymptotic state here is {Up,V v ){x ) t), a superposition of {U s ,V s )(x -st) and (U Sl ,V Sl )(x -sit) with si > a > s, which can be obtained as follows. We assume that the nonconvex / satisfies the following property, which can be illustrated by figure 1. 
where
. This means that the interaction of the shock (it_,i£ + ,s < 0) for (1.4) with the boundary forms a new shock (VLL,U+,SI > 0). Thus, the asymptotic state for (1.1) and (1.3) is expected to be (U p ,V p ) = (Us 1 ,V ai ) + (Us,V a )-(u + ,v+),
We will show that if the initial data is a small perturbation of an appropriate selected {Up,Vp) then the IBVP (1.1) and (1.3) owns a global solution which tends to the {Up, Vp) as t -> +oo. This phenomena is quite different from that for the IBVP (1.1)-(1.2) and from the stability of travelling wave for (1.1) observed by Liu, Wang, and Yang [16] . But it is somehow similar to the phenomena observed by Hsiao and Pan [7] where the nonlinear stability of two-mode shock profiles is proved. Such phenomena is new for the initial boundary value problems of conservation laws with relaxation and is also an answer to the unsolved problems proposed in [28] , where the IBVP for (1.1) with a different boundary condition from (1.2) or (1.3) is discussed, which will be introduced afterwards.
Recently, there appear a number of results on 2 x 2 conservation laws with relaxation. For the general model, the stability of travelling waves with decay rates for the Cauchy problem and the stability theory but without decay rate for the initial boundary problem were studied by Zingano [39] , Nishibata [31] , and Nishibata and Yu [33] respectively. The problem on the convergence to the diffusion waves was shown by Chern [4] , Yao and Zhu [38] . Related results on the relaxation limit were established by Chen and T.-P. Liu [3] , Chen, Levermore and T.-R Liu [2] , Natalini [30] , and Marcati and Rubino [24] .
For the simplest model (1.1), the stability of travelling wave solutions for the Cauchy problem was discussed by H. L. Liu , Woo and Yang [17] , H. L. Liu , Wang and Yang [16] , Mascia and Natalini [25] , and finally Mei and Yang [29] . The convergence to the travelling wave solutions, as the relaxation time goes to zero, was recently considered by Jin and H. L. Liu [10] . The L 1 relaxation limit of (1.1) with boundary effect in the BV-framework was discussed by Wang and Xin [35] . Furthermore, the numerical computation and the properties of entropy solution for the model (1.1) were given by Jin and Levermore [9] , and Jin [8] . For Jin-Xin's model in higher space dimensions, the stability of travelling waves was shown by Luo and Xin [23] .
Regarding the stability of travelling waves to the IBVP for other model equations of hyperbolic conservation laws, we refer to those interesting v/orks in [14, 21, 22, 26] . This paper is arranged as follows. After some preliminaries about the travelling wave are introduced in section 2, we will list the main results for (1.1) about case A and case B with different initial and boundary conditions in section 3. These results will be proved successively in section 4.
Notation Here
Integrating the first equation of (2. 
Condition (2.6) is the well-known Laxian shock condition. Here we will call it the nondegenerate shock condition and we will refer to each one of the possibility in (2.7) as the degenerate shock condition, or the contact shock condition. As shown in Figure 1 . 
By Lemma 2.1, we have Proof. We consider / as a part of / £ C 2 , which satisfies / = /, for u + < u < U-, 
In addition, as rj -> ±oo, it holds that \hi(U Sl )\ -\(U S1 -u+ful^ -v ± )\ -exp{-4H},
where c! ± = |/'(u +/ V_) -si|/(a -sj) > 0. 
)(x-st + x(t))\ -» 0, as i-> +oo, where x(t) satisfies the following ordinary differential equation x'(t)[u+ -U s (at -st + a:(*))] + G(U--U s (at -st + x{t))) -(y(at, t) -y 8 {at -8t + x(t))) =
/ (u+ -Usixoo + rj))dr} + (w_ -^(x^ + 7/))d7/ Jo ^ -oo />+oo r+oo + / (wo(^) -u+)dx + / (v(^, *) -v-)d£ = 0. 7o Jo
W2(x) = -(y>o(y) -u*{y))dy, z 2(x) = vo(x) -v^x),
J x
we have the following theorem THEOREM 
Let a > 0, \u+-u-\ < 1 and a > f(u-
does not belong to L 1 ( J R + ) in both cases (q.l)-(q.2). Therefore, different time-asymptotic states should be expected, which in fact is the superposition of the two travelling waves for the nonconvex / satisfying the Property 1 shown in figure 1.1. For simplicity, we only consider the IBVP (1.1) and (1.3) for case (q.l) with nondegenerate waves, i.e.,
The case (q.2) can be solved similarly. For any given constants xi and do satisfying 0 < -do < xi, we make the essential assumption on the initial data UQ
where d(t) is the desired shift function chosen as the solution of the following ordinary differential equation
It will be proved in Lemma 4. 
We have 1) and (1.3) , due to the resolutions on boundary terms, Mei and Rubino [28] has to also use a ^> 1. But, in the present paper, It is not difficult to find in the late proof that for Theorems 3.3 the condition a ^> 1 can be replaced by that, \u+ -u 1^ is small enough such that « -(f\U p )) 2 -C 6 |u + -uL| > 0, and a -s\ -C h \u+ -u l _\ > 0,
with Cb > 0 a constant.
2) The convergence rates of the solutions given by Theorem 3.3 are obtained in [6] , where the corresponding cases for degenerate travelling waves are also discussed. 
Reformulation of problems and proofs.
Integrating the first equation of (4.2) over [0, +00) and noticing that ^(0, t) = u_, we obtain
Integrating it over [0,t] and using (3.2) lead to
Thus, we may define = 0.
POO (4.6) w(x, t) = -[u(y, t) -Up(y, t)]dy, z(x, t) = v(x, t) -V p (x, t),
where Then, Theorem 4.1 can be proved in terms of Lemmas 4.3-4.4, the local existence, and the standard continuity argument. □
